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CUBEE™ makes it easy and
affordable to design and build your
own custom POP displays.
CUBEE™ was designed for budget-conscious brands that
still need to make a big splash. You can customize it any way
you like – CUBEE™ is a modular system that uses
customizable cubes, graphic panels, and display toppers to
create one-of-a-kind high-impact retail displays. You can add
even more “Wow” when you include one of our Hourglass
battery-powered HD video displays. Simply, pick and choose
what you want, and we’ll manufacture and ship it in no time.
In Texas, we call that “lickety-split.”
Use it for:
Beverage case stackers
End-cap display
On floor product storage
Showcase a product
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Infinitely customizable.
Add a topper
Include a static or HD Hourglass video
topper to promote your message and
attract even more attention.

Choose your finish
Select a finish, any hi-res image, pattern, color,
or graphic can be printed onto your cubes.

Incorporate display graphics
Include additional display graphics to emphasize a
promotion, sale, or QR codes.

Flat-packs for cost-effective
shipping

Stack and lock configuration
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No-tools assembly & setup

Designed with versatility in mind.

Beer

Wine

Spirits

Hourglass 4K Display Topper (Optional)
No cords required. Hourglass makes full HD video engagement possible at
any point-of-purchase. Hourglass is a bespoke, modular, dynamic POP
solution designed for endcap, on-shelf, and in-aisle applications. It’s sure to

Interchangeable screen
overlays, ultra-thin light
weight construction

attract even more attention to your product.
Designed to:
Build brand awareness

Custom tailored for each
campaign. With a variety
of sizes, display shapes,
orientations and
engagement triggers, the
possibilities are endless.

Cultivate curiosity
Elevate loyalty
Educate
Drive conversion

*Minimum order quantity 50 units.

Motion triggered 4K
video screen displays your
content.

Internal battery designed
to last between 30 and
90-days.
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